Are you kidding me…. right? Nope! We are going to engage the ‘zombification’ issue that is both kind of real and is now a current theme discussed in end time prophecy, science and health/bio/chemical and genetic possibilities. This week in the subject ‘zombification’ we will look at voodoo zombification, the zombie effect of drugs on human consciousness, bio warfare, occult demonization and the coming ‘beasts’ (therion revelation 6) of the earth. Could zombification be the ultimate altering of human beings? Join us each night live at 6 pm EST. And check out the CDC the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention web site…..really, they are warning and preparing~

**AUDIO OVERVIEW**

**MONDAY AUGUST 29TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST**
Zombification …old school, zombies in voodoo, ‘sacred possession’ and the dark side’s invention of the controlling and altering of the human personality.

**TUESDAY AUGUST 30TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST**
Zombification by drugs: ‘pharmakon’, how drugs can be used in the process of dumbing down, altering and controlling humanity. Drugs as a cultural, demonic and military weapon.

**WEDNESDAY AUGUST 31ST SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST**
Zombification new genetics, transhumanism and the physics of a dark science. What are they creation in the lab? Do they exist already? Dark science, dark scientists and ……..nothing new under the sun.

**CDC CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION**

**THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 1ST SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST**
Zombification warning from the CDC (center for disease control), the coming zombie wars? Survival guide for battling zombies? Is there any truth to this?

**FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 2ND SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST**
Zombification and the scriptures: is there sufficient revelation on the mutation of humanity in the end of days. Zombification and the nephilim project, demonization, chosen ones, the rider of the red horse and the beasts of the earth that help kill over 2 billion human beings. What is coming down the pike?
ZOMBIFICATION
THE ALTERING AND CONTROLLING THE HUMAN CONSTRUCT
MONDAY AUGUST 29TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST
Zombification ...old school, zombies in voodoo, ‘sacred possession’ and the dark side’s invention of the controlling and altering of the human personality.

Introduction
In the news
Shatter update

1. OLD SCHOOL ZOMBIFICATION
   a) Voodoo
   b) What are zombies
   c) Why zombies
   d) Ancient practice
   e) Vamps and Zombies

2. ZOMBIFICATION AS SACRED POSSESSION
   a) What the demons can do
   b) Altering human personality
   c) Is this good?

3. THE LONG HISTORY OF DARK SIDE INVENTION
   a) They event ways of doing evil
   b) Demons, zombies and death

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY- Hebrews 2
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TUESDAY AUGUST 30TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST
Zombification by drugs: ‘pharmakon’, how drugs can be used in the process of dumbing down, altering and controlling humanity. Drugs as a cultural, demonic and military weapon.

Introduction
In the news
Shatter update

1. ZOMBIFICATION BY PHARMAKON
   a) The effect of drugs
   b) What is pharmakon
   c) Zombie kids and adults

2. ZOMBIFICATION DRUGS AND CULTURE
   a) Where did human altering drugs come from?
      b)

3. ZOMBIFICATION AND THE DEMONIC AND DRUGS
   a) Drugs door to the spirits and the altering process
      b) They can change your
         1)
         2)
         3)
         4)

4. ZOMBIFICATION AS A MILITARY WEAPON?
   a) What does DARPA know about zombies?

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY - Mark 5 and a right mind
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 31ST SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST
Zombification new genetics, transhumanism and the physics of a dark science. What are they creation in the lab? Do they exist already? Dark science, dark scientists and ........nothing new under the sun.

Introduction
In the news
Shatter update

1. ZOMBIFICATION AND THE NEPHILIM PROCESS

   a) First generation
   b) Second generation
   c) Mutations
   d) Back breeding

2. ZOMBIFICATION AND DARK SCIENCE

   a) Frankenstein and X men
   b) Unbridled experimentation....

       Hail Hitler?? Or Dr. Mengele

3. ZOMBIFICATION AND DNA ALTERATION

   a) What does it take to alter human DNA
   b) What is the ‘alien’ agenda?
   c) Why change anything?

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY- What does God do to human dna?
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THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 1ST SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST
Zombification warning from the CDC (center for disease control), the coming zombie wars? Survival guide for battling zombies? Is there any truth to this?

Introduction
In the news
Shatter update

1. WHAT KIND OF SURVIVAL GUIDE?
   a) The CDC’s guide

2. ZOMBIE WARS...ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE

   Altering human DNA/ mutation and or zombification

   a) The past/nephilim...solely a satanic mutation
   b) Star skull/child
   c) Chemical
   d) Viral/parasite
   e) Other new drugs
   f) Nano bots
   g) Neuro toxins
   h) Neuro genesis
   i) Gene spicing

   What about....a chemical/toxin/substance that has demonic attachment or that released demons can attach to? Will it be a ‘red horse’ event or a ritual release to cause a global...zombification?

   Red or Pale horse....my speculation! Demonic activation of latent but prepared altered DNA...the demonic release activates the altered/spliced/infected human DNA and brings instant mutation/zombification

   The goal of satanic transmutation will always include...servitude!!

3. GOD’S SURVIVAL GUIDE IS

   a) The warning is real
   b) Preparation is vital
   c) The Cross and Human DNA
   d) Salvation and human DNA
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FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 2ND SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST
Zombification and the scriptures: is there sufficient revelation on the mutation of humanity in the end of days. Zombification and the nephilim project, demonization, chosen ones, the rider of the red horse and the beasts of the earth that help kill over 2 billion human beings. What is coming down the pike?

Introduction
In the news
Shatter update

1. ZOMBIFICATION AND 4 FACTORS IN BIBLICAL REVELATION
   a) 
   b) 
   c) 
   d) 

2. ZOMBIES AT NEPHILIM

3. ZOMBIES AT THE DEMONIZED

4. ZOMBIFICATION AND SRA/MPD CHOSEN ONES

5. ZOMBIFICATION AND THE RED HORSE

6. ZOMBIFICATION AND THE PALE/GREEN HORSE
   THE BEASTS OF THE EARTH AND 2 BILLION DEAD?

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY